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At Dorset College we welcome students from all over the World

Open a World of Opportunities!

Founded in 1983 Dorset College is a well established educational provider with our English Language

In Dorset College you are constantly surrounded

School located in the heart of Dublin’s city centre, beside the beautiful Mountjoy Square Park.

We are situated in beautiful Georgian buildings, with elegant spacious rooms and with access to

excellent facilities. We aim to make your stay in Dublin as enjoyable as possible. Our student service
team will ensure you are well looked after ... select the type of accommodation you would like to

stay in ... transfer you to and from the Airport ... visit interesting places ... meet students from
all over the world ... ready for the next step when you leave Dorset College.

by people from around the world, with a wide

mix of nationalities - your mind will open to
different cultures and lifestyles.

You will make friends, build connections
and learn more than a language; you
will learn about the world and become
a truly global citizen.

Whatever your reason for choosing Ireland to study, we hope you will choose Dorset College for
your English language studies. You will certainly be given a very warm welcome.
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Recognition

Welcoming staff, providing support and individual

Dorset College is recognised by ACELS under the auspices of the Department of Education and Science for the

A Team of highly qualified and experienced

Examinations

as a foreign language.

At Dorset College we offer globally recognised exam preparation courses in the following:

attention.

teachers with specialised qualifications in English

City Centre location with easy access to all

teaching of English as a foreign language. We are also members of MEI RELSA.

/

IELTS /

Cambridge /

Trinity College London /

TIE exam

transport networks.

We provide English as a foreign language at all levels.
Excellent facilities include Library, Wi-Fi, Computer

Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) is responsible for the external quality assurance
of further and higher education and training including English language provision ACELS.

Lab, Canteen and Student Social Room.

Small class sizes where you learn to communicate

more fluently and accurately and enjoy interesting

Dorset College is recognised by ACELS, a service of Quality and Qualifications Ireland, for
English language teaching (ELT).

and effective lessons.

Meet students from all over the world with a high
mix of nationalities in each class.

A member of Marketing English in Ireland (MEI). All MEI schools are accredited by the Irish
Government Department of Education & Skills.

Our range of social and cultural activities will
give you new experiences, new friends and more
opportunities to speak English in the real world.

Our Accommodation Officer will arrange host
family or residential accommodation.

The progress testing with your teacher will help you
to see how close you are to your learning goals.

The National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) is a ten-level system (1-10) giving an
academic or vocational value to qualifications obtained in Ireland.

Protection of Enrolled Learners
The Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training) Act 2012 Part 6 requires that all programmes of 3
months or more duration have in place arrangements for the Protection of Enrolled learners. Dorset College has made
arrangements to comply with this legal obligation – visit our website for full details.
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Experience Ireland for yourself

DUBLIN - A Friendly Vibrant City

Ireland is an independent republic of over four

Set like a jewel, between the Dublin Mountains and the Irish Sea, Dublin is known as one of Europe’s most beautiful cities. It is

million

inhabitants.

Traditionally

known,

for

centuries as the land of Saints and Scholars,

it is a young, vibrant country with a long and
prestigious tradition in education. Ireland has

provided the world with many of the greatest

the capital of the Irish Republic with a population of approximately one and a quarter million, of which about half are under 25.

Culture and music are everywhere. It is a vibrant, cosmopolitan city with many restaurants, theatres, music venues, art galleries

and of course pubs. Every part of Ireland is easily accessible from Dublin. Ireland’s weather is temperate, never too hot or cold.

names in English Literature - W.B. Yeats, George

Bernard Shaw, James Joyce, Oscar Wilde,
Jonathan

Swift,

Patrick

Kavanagh,

Samuel

Beckett and the late Seamus Heaney who won

the prestigious “A Poem for Ireland” on March
12th 2015.

The sonnet
“When All The Others Were Away at Mass”
by Seamus Heaney topped the poll as the
best-loved Irish poem of the past century.
Also, in the area of the Arts, our traditional

musical heritage is alive and well and continues
in the music of the Chieftains, U2, Van Morrison

and Andrew Hozier-Byrne, known as Hozier and
many more...

In Ireland, students can enjoy traditional Irish
food, drink, good music and easy access to the

lovely countryside. These factors together with

the warmth and friendliness of the Irish people
help to ensure that Ireland offers students a

unique atmosphere in which to learn English.
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/ What our Students say about us!!
“My experience in Dorset College has been one of the
best for myself and my colleagues and classmates. The

personal attention the institution provides to everyone
of its students deserves an award, and also adding the

I made lots of friends from around the world and it was a
meaningful experience for me. I hope to come back again
to Dorset College”.

Nicolas Dulon

location in Dublin’s city centre, simply makes you fall in

France

love with the city and college.

I think I speak for every single one of the students when I

“Dorset College is simply the best. Here I had the

of mastering the English language, which comes really

to the professional teachers.

easy due to the superb teaching capacity of the teachers”.

diverse as China, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Mexico, Brazil and
teachers are very professional and friendly.

opportunity to improve my English in a short time, thanks

city, visit museums, galleries and Irish parties where we

can learn more about the history, culture of this beautiful
country and interact with local people; it’s so interesting.

Dublin’s a truly fantastic city and Dorset College is a great
place to study”.

The atmosphere in the class was brilliant. Because of

Bigmark Serrano

the mix of nationalities, I was able to discover different
Jorge Espinosa

(Mexico)

“From the first minute here, I knew that Dublin was a great

decision. I’m glad that I choose this experience and this
college, full of helpful, sympathetic and professional people,
where you can learn more than English. The strategic

position of Ireland and cheap flights allowed me to travel
to countries in Europe over a short time and improve even

more my experience. Now, I’m able to say that everyone
should have this experience at least once in a life”.

(Argentina)

“Dorset College Dublin is really a nice school! I had a great
experience there and I learnt a lot. The teaching staff are
amazing and are very professional, as well as friendly.

06.

(Bolivia)

cultures, tried weird food, dance salsa and even say few
words in other languages.

“Studying at Dorset College was a great opportunity to

The staff here are very friendly, professional and welcoming.

I will go home with a better level of English, loads of new
friends and already planning my next visit to Dublin”.

Naoto Kuwaya Ma
(Japan)

“I am Petroleum Engineer and it’s one of the reasons I
decided to improve my English in Dorset College. I chose

Mariela Naufal

EST. 1983

I especially enjoy the College’s activity as tours around the

fact that they have full equipped facilities and a perfect

say that the environment helps a great deal in the process

I
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Dorset College because I received all the support, since

improve my English and my communication skills because

I met people from different countries and cultures. I’ll

never forget my special classmates and my teachers were
very sociable, friendly and extremely kind.

There are different levels of English and studying at Dorset
College obviously allows you to change levels as your English
improves. I really increased my English in a short time.

It will stay in my heart forever. I hope to come back here
as soon as possible”.

the first day that I request information.

The College is close to the city centre of Dublin, where

also I made lots of really good friends. The class is very
interesting because having students from countries as

Caterina Maiorana
(Italy)
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/ A Students’ First Day
Each Student is met and welcomed when they
arrive at Dorset College
Induction
On the first day all Students will receive a placement test to determine their
current level of English. They will then attend an induction where they meet
other new students and key staff members. At the induction students are

given a welcome pack which includes maps and information about Dublin
and Ireland. The student’s level is determined by a multiple choice test and

an assessment of speaking skills. Students are then placed in a class at an
appropriate level. During the afternoon of the first day there is an opportunity
to get to know the city and make Dublin their home from home.

Professional & Experienced Team
The International Office is here to assist you in booking your course

and sourcing accommodation for your stay in Dublin. The office will make
arrangements to suit your needs and will ensure that your stay is a pleasant
and fulfilling one in the College and in Dublin.

Our Support Services for International Students include:

All of our Teachers are University graduates with special TEFL qualifications
to teach English as a foreign language. Many of our teachers have built up
extensive experience over the years teaching both in Ireland and in other
countries.

An interactive and stimulating learning environment
Cutting-edge methods of delivery
Collection of students at Dublin Airport by College representative
Provision of letters to enable students to open a Bank account

Our Team is here to assist you throughout
your time with us. Our aim is to encourage
your

development

as

an

language learner throughout.

independent

Provision of a study visa letter if required
Provision of a travel visa letter if required
24 Hour help-line (Emergency phone)
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/ English Language Courses

At Dorset College we offer a range of English language courses to meet

the language learning needs of our students. Our courses are available
throughout the year.

Our portfolio of courses is outlined below with full
details on our website: www.dorset-college.ie.
General English Courses
Examination Preparation IELTS, Cambridge & TIE
General Business English
Pre-Foundation Intensive English (PFE)
English for Specific Purposes
Cambridge Exam Preparation
Group Courses
Junior Summer Programmes
Pre-University Foundation
At Dorset College your individual needs are our focus. Through our
team of Teachers, we help you to achieve your learning goals, while our

friendly Accommodation and Student Services team help you to enjoy
your experience in Dublin and Ireland.

Excellence in English
Language Learning
08.
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/ General English

The Standard General English language course includes a wide range of functional English to help
students feel at ease in any situation and start to feel more at home in the English-speaking world right
from the beginning.

Standard General English (GE1)

Course details

The General English Course is structured to provide a

• Levels: Elementary to Proficiency (CEFR)

writing, listening and speaking. This course is offered

• Starts: Every Monday

from elementary to advanced levels and focuses on a

• Duration: 20 Lessons X 15 Hours

solid grounding in the core language skills of reading,

• Available: All year round

in the morning class periods, is open to students

• Lesson length: 45 minutes

communicative approach to learning.

• Length Minimum: 1 week

Intensive English (GE2)

Course details

Including all elements of Standard General English

• Levels: Elementary to Proficiency (CEFR)

classes with a focus on additional conversation based

• Starts: Every Monday

your English level quickly and effectively while gaining

• Duration: 30 Lessons X 22.5 Hours

(GE1), this course complements the work of morning

• Available: All year round

activities in an afternoon group class. This will improve

• Lesson length: 45 minutes

confidence.

• Length Minimum: 1 week

Combination General English

Course details

Students who wish to complement their Intensive

• A personal programme for individual tuition

option of considerable benefit. Group classes in the

beginning of classes and may be reviewed as

English study with individual tuition find this course

morning are supplemented with one hour of tailored

is worked out and agreed with the tutor at the
necessary.

intensive tuition in the afternoon.

Private Lessons (PL)
Taking private lessons allows students to benefit from flexible English tuition tailored to their individual
requirements. Lessons can follow a structured format or can be arranged to concentrate on a particular
area of the student’s choice.
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Examination Preparation
At Dorset College you can study for the most important internationally recognised English language
examinations.

An International English Language Testing System known as IELTS is the qualification required by most
universities around the world including Ireland. IELTS is also often required by professional bodies.
Students can also choose to prepare for:

The University of Cambridge Examination FCE and CAE both Standard and Intensive courses. We also
offer the Test of Interactive English (TIE) and the Cambridge BULATS exam.

The right language skills are an essential element for success in international education and business.

10.

General Business English (GE1B)

Course details

General Business English is designed specifically for

• Levels: Elementary to Proficiency (CEFR)

English language skills and enhancing these for work in

• Starts: Every Monday

This course combines group standard general English

• Duration: 30 Lessons X 22.5 Hours

morning classes (GE1) with a business elective.

• Length Minimum: 1 week

Pre-Foundation Intensive English (PFE)

Course details

Including all the elements of Standard General English

• Levels: Elementary to Proficiency (CEFR)

to get you to a minimum IELTS 5.0 entry level for our

• Starts: Every Monday

Engineering & Technology. Classes for this programme

• Duration: 30 Lessons X 22.5 Hours

students who are interested in developing their general

• Available: All year round

a business setting.

• Lesson length: 45 minutes

(GE1) our Pre–Foundation English courses are designed

• Available: All year round

Foundation courses in Business, Science & Health and

• Lesson length: 45 minutes

are run throughout the year.

• Length Minimum: 1 week

DORSET COLLEGE
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/ General English & Examination Preparation
English for Specific Purposes

Our English for Specific Purposes courses focus on developing Communicative Language competencies in specific
fields, such as Law, Medicine, Healthcare, Aviation, Military, Engineering, Business, Science and Technology and many
more…...

The Key to ESP is relevancy to the individual student’s needs and we aim to cater to all ESP requests. The language
structures, topics and text types, grammar and vocabulary items which are studied in an ESP class are tailored to meet the
individual’s needs. This enables our students to develop the confidence and communication skills required for professional
integration into an English speaking working environment.

CAMBRIDGE Examination Preparation FCE/CAE Standard

Levels

The Standard courses, which take place in the morning, commence generally

• FCE Minimum Level – Intermediate

either 10 weeks before the March session or 13 weeks before the June and

• CAE Minimum Level – Upper

CAMBRIDGE Examination Preparation FCE/CAE Intensive

Levels

Cambridge Examination Preparation courses are specifically focused on

• FCE Minimum Level – Strong

place three times each year.

• CAE Minimum Levels - Strong

December sessions, are scheduled for the examination dates.

preparing candidates to successfully complete the examination which takes
Intensive courses take place in morning and afternoon classes and commence

Intermediate

Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

six weeks before the scheduled examination dates.

Group Courses
Dorset College Dublin provides tailor-made courses and packages for both open and closed groups of adult students. Our

packages include course fees, airport transfers, accommodation options and optional social and excursion packages. We
can offer programmes to groups studying specific topics of interest.

For more information on short-stay group language Holidays for adults, please contact the school’s course advisor. A
quotation is available on request

11.

/ Junior Summer Programmes (13-17 Years)
Excellence in English Language Learning
Dorset College Junior Summer School combines an intensive English language course
with an exciting and enjoyable Social programme. Experience all aspects of Irish Culture
and meet new friends from all over the world. There are classes in the morning, and in
addition there are afternoon, evening and weekend activities.

Our friendly and professional teachers use cutting-edge methods in an interactive and
stimulating learning environment to help you learn quickly. The lessons are designed to
focus on building your communication skills and confidence in using English.

We offer a package for the Junior Programme providing quality teaching, accommodation,
meals, supervision and an exciting social programme!

The Junior Programme Team offer a 24 Hour high level of care, support, supervision
and personal attention to the young student.

We will meet the junior group at the Airport and then transport them individually to
their Host Family Accommodation.

Host Families are carefully selected and are friendly, caring and experienced in
hosting International students.

Host Family stay includes breakfast, packed lunch and dinner.

Food is typically Irish, although students can expect familiar national dishes from time
to time.

Evening and weekend social activities include, sports, local visits, and sightseeing.
Course of 20 lessons (15.00 hours) each week.

Progress tests and regular 1:1 counselling with your teacher.
Small class sizes with lots of individual attention.

Range of Levels and all learning materials included.

24-hour emergency contact number for students and parents.
End of course Certificate.
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/ Junior Summer Sample Schedule (13-17 Years)

Our summer school operates during the months of July and August. The main focus is

for students to improve their English through fun activities. As well as General English,
learners have opportunities to develop English through the various social activities
including excursion to museums, galleries and famous historical sites.

The first half of the class focuses on developing and improving
9.30 to 11.00

English language skills:

Speaking / Listening / Reading / Writing and learning and
reviewing grammar

11.00 to 11.15

Break
In the second half of the class

the students have the

opportunity to practise the skills they have learned and

develop confidence in speaking English, using music and
video, drama and games, projects, and other enjoyable and
stimulating activities.
11.15 to 13.00

As part of their course students will explore and experience

all aspects of Irish culture: Music / Dance / Sport / Food /
History / Movies etc.

They will also learn about the places they will visit as part of
their social programme in the afternoons and evenings.
13.00 to 14.00
14.00 to 16.00
17.00 to 21.00
Saturday

Lunch
Organised afternoon activities: a variety of sporting, cultural
and fun activities.

Evening activities: We have two of these every week.
Full Day Excursion: every Saturday to places of interest
around Ireland.

13.

/ Pre-University Foundation Programmes
International Foundation Programme
Dorset College offers a one-year International Foundation Programme - a bridging
course leading to a place in an Irish University or Institute of Technology programme

of study. International students will acquire the fundamental knowledge, skills and

competences required to successfully participate in, and embark on, a degree

programme alongside their Irish and European counterparts. This course will enable

them to maximise their potential and make a successful transition to higher education
in business, healthcare, science, engineering or humanities programmes.

This programme leads to the General Studies Level 5 (Major Award) Certificate
on the Irish National Framework of Qualifications. The award provides subject
areas which are of direct relevance to the desired pathway, as well as IELTS
certification in English for Academic Purposes.

The International Foundation Programme
provides prospective students with three
possible academic orientation routes, all
of which include:

General Research and Study Skills
Personal Development
Communications

Mathematics

Specialists subjects related to the
chosen pathway below:
Business

Business Administration
Applied Economics
Statistics

Science & Health
Biology

Biology of Human Development
Chemistry

Engineering & Technology

Mathematics for Engineering
Physics

Chemistry
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We understand that accommodation is a very important part of your stay while

attending our English language courses. We have a number of accommodation
preferences available to suit your requirements.

Our accommodation choices can be grouped into three main types, all of which can be
booked online at the same time you book your course. We also offer a transport service
from the airport to ensure you arrive comfortably and safely to your accommodation.

Host Family Accommodation
We will arrange accommodation with friendly, carefully chosen and approved Irish

host families. Our host families provide bed, breakfast, dinner, light supper and light
laundry facilities. All host families are interviewed by our experienced staff before being

accepted as a registered host family. Every prospective host family’s home is visited
by us to ensure suitability. Approved host families are carefully monitored to guarantee

they are maintaining high standards and meeting our students’ needs. (*All year round)

Residential Accommodation
Students can choose either a single or twin room and share a fully equipped kitchen,

bathroom and sitting room. This allows the students to cater for themselves in a

comfortable, modern apartment. The bedrooms have been designed to be spacious
complete with study area (*All year round)

Quality Hotel or Bed and Breakfast Accommodation
Dorset College works closely with a number of carefully selected Hotels and Bed and

Breakfast Guesthouses to offer some excellent nightly and weekly rates. (*All year
round)
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/ Social Programme
Our Social Programme

Part of the experience of travelling to another country to learn English is to socialise with fellow students, to relax

and enjoy your time while learning about the history and culture of the country that you are visiting. To ensure that
students can have an exceptional experience we organise weekly social and cultural events which include:

Afternoon Activities include:

Evening Activities include:

Half Day Excursions include:

A Walking Tour of Dublin City

Free English Classes

Job Club

Excursion to Local Museums

Excursion to Local Exhibition

Dublinia Viking Adventure

Film Club at Dorset College

Irish Language Class (Rang Gaeilge)

Visit to Botanic Gardens

Book Club

Greyhound Racing

Irish Dancing Lessons at Dorset College

Bowling

Group outings to the Cinema

Kilmainham Gaol (Jail)

Guinness Storehouse

Newgrange, Co. Meath
Full Day Excursions include:

Powerscourt Gardens & Glendalough

Boyne Valley

Cliffs of Moher

Connemara and Cong

Kilkenny Castle & Town

Giant’s Causeway and Carlingford Lough

With such a lively schedule of events our Students Welfare Officer is busy making sure that students are kept
regularly informed on what’s happening. Being the capital city of Ireland means that Dublin has a constant schedule
of wonderful events to attend that attract visitors from across the globe.
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Our Facilities
Our facilities include a Library, Wi-Fi &
Internet, Computer Lab, Canteen facilities

and large number of classrooms which are

well equipped with interactive and the most
advanced teaching aids. This ensures a varied

and stimulating learning experience. The
classrooms are bright and airy and provide
an atmosphere conductive to learning.
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/ Find Your Level
Level

C2

Course

Description

IELTS 7 - 8

Proficient

CAMBRIDGE CPE
CEFR C2

TOEFL 95 - 110 / TOEIC 901+

C1

IELTS 6 - 7

CAMBRIDGE CAE
CEFR C1

TOEFL 61 - 94 / TOEIC 528 - 750

B2

IELTS 5 - 6

CAMBRIDGE FCE
CEFR B2

TOEFL 36 - 60 / TOEIC 528 - 750

B1

IELTS 4 - 5

CAMBRIDGE PET
CEFR B1

TOEFL 30 - 35 / TOEIC 401 - 525

A2

IELTS 3 - 4
CEFR A2

TOEIC 301 - 400

You can use English with ease and fluency, improve by increasing

your understanding of the nuances of the language and engaging
in independent reading to develop your vocabulary further.

Advanced

You can use English in a range of culturally different ways.

Improve by extending your vocabulary and refining your use of
style and register.

Upper - Intermediate

You can use English effectively, improve by learning to discuss,
argue and express opinion in a culturally acceptable way. Refine
your use of grammar and vocabulary.

Intermediate

You can speak English with some confidence. Improve by

developing you fluency, your understanding of grammar and by
widening your vocabulary.

Pre-Intermediate

You can communicate in a range of everyday social and travel

contexts. Improve by developing your speaking, grammar and
vocabulary.

A1

IELTS 2 - 3

CAMBRIDGE KET
CEFR A1

TOEIC 151 - 300

A0

18.

IELTS 1 - 2

TOEIC 0 - 150

Elementary

you can understand language used in everyday situations if the
speaker speaks slowly and clearly, improve by developing your
listening and vocabulary.

Beginner

You can speak and understand English in a very limited way.

Learning English is fun
with Dorset College
“Where your experience
is unforgettable”.
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How to contact us:
Dorset College
International Office
8 Belvedere Place
Dublin 1
Tel: +353 1 8306129
Email:
dci@dorset-college.ie
Website: www.coursesinenglish.ie
www.dorset-college.ie

Follow us

